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data is processed, organized, structured or presented in
context so as to make it useful, it is called information.

in the form of ideas and inferences.
group of data which carries news and meaning.

Represented in Language, ideas, and thoughts based on the data.
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Biological databases
 Biological databases are libraries of life sciences information, collected from scientific 

experiments, published literature, high-throughput experiment technology, and computational 
analysis.

 They contain information from research areas 
including genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, microarray

 Information contained in biological databases includes gene function, structure, localization (both 
cellular and chromosomal), clinical effects of mutations as well as similarities of biological sequences 
and structures.

Biological databases
are libraries of life sciences information, collected from scientific 

throughput experiment technology, and computational 

microarray gene expression, and phylogenetic.

Information contained in biological databases includes gene function, structure, localization (both 
cellular and chromosomal), clinical effects of mutations as well as similarities of biological sequences 
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Biological databases can be broadly classified into sequence, structure and functional databases.

Classification of Biological databases

Provide a computational support and a user
meaningful analysis of biological data.

Biological databases can be broadly classified into sequence, structure and functional databases.

Classification of Biological databases

Provide a computational support and a user-friendly interface to a researcher for a 
meaningful analysis of biological data.



Types of Biological databases

Primary (archival)
 Original submissions by experimentalists
 Content controlled by the submitter

Ex: GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ
UniProtUniProt
PDB
Medline (PubMed)

Composite/specialized
 Focused on a particular research interest/organism
 Usually highly curated
 Combination of both primary and secondary information

Ex: EST, STS, SNP database, 

Types of Biological databases

Secondary (curated)
 Derived from primary data.
 Content controlled by third party

Ex: RefSeq
TaxonTaxon
UniProt
OMIM

Composite/specialized
on a particular research interest/organism

Usually highly curated
Combination of both primary and secondary information

Ex: EST, STS, SNP database, TomatoGDB, TAIR etc.



NAR articles on Biological databases

 An important resource for finding biological databases is a special yearly issue of the journal
Acids Research (NAR).

 A companion database of NAR- Online Molecular Biology Database Collection lists 1,380 online 
databases

NAR articles on Biological databases

An important resource for finding biological databases is a special yearly issue of the journal Nucleic 

Molecular Biology Database Collection lists 1,380 online 



Primary DNA databases
DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank

Primary protein databases

Sequence databases

Primary protein databases
GenPept/TrEMBL

Curated DB
RefSeq (Genomic, mRNA and protein)
Swiss-Prot & PIR -> UniProt (protein)

Primary DNA databases
DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank

Primary protein databases

Sequence databases

Primary protein databases

(Genomic, mRNA and protein)
> UniProt (protein)



GenBank
GenBank is the NIH genetic sequence

available DNA and derived protein
describing the biological information

GenBank
sequence database of all publicly

protein sequences, with annotations
information.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/



EMBL-

The EMBL-EBI is a hub for bioinformatics
and maintaining a large number of scientific
charge.

-EBI

bioinformatics research and services, developing
scientific databases, which are free of

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/



DDBJ
The DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ
collects DNA sequences. It is located
Genetics (NIG) in the Shizuoka prefecture

https://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/index

DDBJ
DDBJ) is a biological database that
located at the National Institute of

prefecture of Japan.

https://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/index-e.html



International Nucleotide Sequence
INSDC

Sequence Database Collaboration
INSDC



GenBank Flat File (GBFF)

Header Title, Taxonomy, 
Citation

Features

Sequence

No. of bases, amino 
acids, ORF start 
position, end 
position and 
encoded protein 
sequences


